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Version T 
UN model to be avoided 

Letter 
So, European Union  officials seeking a model for reform point to successful internal 

overhauls at the UN. None leap to mind: if success means eliminating the "problems of poor 
morale1, slow promotion and mismanagement", as Mr Kinnock hopes, then the United 
Nations is nothing to go by.  UN internal reform has done little to solve what staff see as the 
real problems of the organisation. 

The UN has concentrated mainly on cutting staff costs, increasingly awarding 
temporary contracts — some "temps" have been with us for 15 years.  Ironically, it is doubtful  
whether this policy will benefit the UN financially, because the combination of management 
incompetence, job insecurity and overwork have created a workforce beset2 by stress, 
jealousy and fear, all of which diminish the cost-effectiveness of "human resources" 

The big difference between the EU and the UN is that EU staff are regarded as 
stakeholders3 in the organisation because they have negotiating rights.  UN staff have never 
had a genuine trade union and, at least in Geneva, are rarely consulted in good faith on any 
issue. 

The UN does not apply its own international conventions on, say, collective 
bargaining, on the technical grounds that, not being a state, it cannot sign them.  Staff 
effectively surrender their labour rights when they join.  Swiss UN staff are thus not covered 
by Swiss labour law, and in the event of a dispute with their employer are obliged, like all UN 
staff, to appeal through the internal justice system, which is administered by that same 
employer. 

Still, change is in the air.  Although we are denied direct access to the 
administration, our membership is growing.  But it is going to bc a long haul.  I 
predict that a year from now UN staff will be looking to the EU as a model for reform. 
 

Nigel Lindup 
New Wood Staff Union, 

Geneva, Switzerland 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

                                                 
1 voir note 53 
2 trouble or threaten persistently 
3 a person with an interest in a business, for example 


